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reason for being

Social JuStice 
the Foundation for a Sustainable Society (FSSi) 
recognizes the need to address the long-standing 
issues of poverty, the disregard for basic human 
rights, and environmental degradation. thus, FSSi 
believes that social justice for the poor is best achieved 
through participation and empowerment, anchored 
on the principle of equality and fairness for all.  the 
promotion of social entrepreneurship, demonstrated 
through economic democratization and environmental 
justice, is best served by adopting an integrated 
business approach that includes access to capital by 
the poor, economic viability, gender equality, sound 
environmental practice, and the application of the 
benefits of enterprise for the common good.  Social 
justice through social entrepreneurship ensures that 
more people participate and benefit from economic 

productivity.

StewardShip 
the FSSi’s endowment is a public trust.  FSSi is a 
steward of this public trust.  this is achieved through 
transparent, prudent and diligent management of 
financial resources and its optimum use.  FSSi seeks 
to apply innovative fund usage that will maximize 
both social and financial returns through valuable 
entrepreneurship, at the same time ensuring continuing 
growth for the institution, equitable development and 
environmental sustainability in all its initiatives.  FSSi 
commits to put its resources into best use and enjoins 
its partners to follow suit.   

Gender equality 
FSSi believes that development must benefit both 
women and men.  Being aware that the present 
social structures have not fully recognized women 
as agents of development, FSSi takes an affirmative 
action in maximizing women’s productive, reproductive 
and community participation and contribution to 
society.  FSSi believes that a healthy social relation 
can be harnessed by providing equal treatment and 
opportunities among women and men in their access 
to and control over resources, decision-making, benefits 
and rewards of development.

FSSi believes that sustainable development will 
only be realized if people and communities will use 
and manage resources in a manner that will not 
compromise the needs of future generations.  it seeks 
to apply innovative solutions and technologies that will 
promote biodiversity conservation and protection of the 
environment.   

Good Governance 
FSSi is a staunch advocate in upholding the principles 
of shared and transformative leadership and respect 
for basic human rights.  it demonstrates participatory 
and democratic processes in policy and decision-
making. FSSi demands, in its dealings, the practice of 
transparency, integrity and accountability.  

culture oF excellence 
FSSi ensures continuing relevance, efficiency and 
effectiveness in its performance.  FSSi continues to 
advocate for best practices in making a difference in 
the lives of the communities it serves.

as FSSi moves forward to achieve its vison and 
mission, we came up with a brand identity that will 
represent how we approach our work on enterprise 
development for sustainable and empowered 
communities.   

part of this development is the creation of a new 
logo that will represent what we aim to do and how 
we do it.  

the trademark resembles synergy, collaboration and 
nurturance of FSSi’s broad range of partnerships.   

the three petals invoke FSSi’s triple bottomlines of 
gaining environmental, social and financial returns 
from its social investments among enterprises. the 
colors brown, green, blue and orange are found in 
the natural environment and hold the qualities of 
being dependable, ecological, stable and vibrant.

Vision 
Just, sustainable and empowered 
communities, recognizing diversity 
of cultures, respecting integrity of 
creation and realizing the fullness 
of life.

Mission 
to be a sustainable resource institution 
committed to social investments that 
facilitate the entry and participation 
of the poor Filipino communities for 
the development of just and local 
economies.

Core Values

Logo

Who we are
development requires debt relief. this was the 
underlying principle when FSSi was conceived in 
august 1995 after a long, arduous, cross-sectoral 
and multi-level debt campaign by philippine and 
Swiss non-government organizations (nGos) and 
peoples’ organizations (pos).  

as a result of the close coordination and effective 
participation of nGos and pos, the Governments 
of the philippines and Switzerland finally signed  
an agreement on the reduction of philippines’ 
external debt. under this accord, 50 percent of the 
philippine Government’s outstanding export credit 
debt to Switzerland, amounting to 42 million Swiss 
Francs or approximately uS$34 million at that time, 

was cancelled. the remainder was converted into 
philippine pesos equivalent to uS$17 million and 
treasury securities. 

these were then provided by the philippine treasury 
as an endowment to a development facility tasked 
with using income to support initiatives of local 
nGos, pos, cooperatives and other community-
based groups — particularly in the area of 
sustainable economic production efforts.   this 
development facility, now known as the FSSi is 
taking the lead in supporting community- oriented, 
ecologically-sound, and financially-viable business 
ventures known as social enterprises (Ses).
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to finish well and contribute to the clamor for social entrepreneurship and inclusive growth among marginalized 
communities, the recalibration of our end-of-plan roadmap defined our institutional efforts in 2014. the year 
ushered the midpoint of the Foundation’s Medium term development plan (Mtdp), 2011 to 2016. we started 
by taking stock of our “half-time report card”—assessing gains and breakthroughs, constraints and challenges. 
Foremost was our progress in focus communities where ground-up triple bottom line (3Bl) entrepreneurship for 
inclusive local economies and ecosystems are works-in-progress. the first half was replete with lessons and these 
found their way in the adjustments of our roadmap as we tread the final half of the strategic plan. 

our gains should be sustained -- at the communities -- right where the action happens. this can be done through 
tight coordination between our lead partners and our area management in keeping track the progress of the triple 
bottom line-local economy development (3Bl-led) deliverables and seizing emerging opportunities. our advanced 
focus communities have attracted support from various development sectors – this broadens partnerships towards 
participative local economy and environmental sustainability.

in isabela, the newly-formed Se consortium led by our partner Malaya development cooperative (Mdc) continues 
to attract support. apart from the assistance it has gathered from nGos and government agencies, both local 
and international, it has also attracted big-ticket investments in the form of support infrastructure and economic 
facilities pipelined by a department of agriculture (da)-implemented foreign-assisted project in the province. Mdc 
itself has started training its sight to becoming a community financial institution. we have advised them on the 
pros and cons of entering the formal banking sector and the regulatory regime that will certainly come into play 
when they do so.

in palawan, our partner palawan center for appropriate rural technology (pcart) has mustered opportunities to 
scale up its community enterprises supporting ecological sustenance and governance in the municipalities of roxas 
and San vicente. its “Star trek” project, which already serves as model fund syndication among local resource 
institutions – FSSi, peace & equity Foundation (peF) and Foundation for the philippine environment (Fpe) – has 
obtained stronger commitment from local government units (lGus), mobilized projects from international funding 
agencies, and garnered interest among impact investors. our partnership with pcart and Star trek project now 
veers towards upscaling the wide array of community enterprises that could service the demands of the rapidly 
growing eco-tourism industry in the province in a manner that is sustainable.

there have been breakthroughs in our much harder work of demonstrating social entrepreneurship as a 
sustainable poverty reduction pathway among poorest-of-the poor communities in Sorsogon and Zamboanga. 
these will have to be sustained by mustering greater commitment from more stakeholders to converge towards 
sustainable approaches. FSSi and its partners play the role of development facilitators. Facilitation takes the form of 
capacitating the conditional cash transfer (cct) graduates the needed skills along the various stages of the value 
chain. For example, in Sta. Magdalena, Sorsogon, cct graduates have been organized into a cooperative (instead 
of individual set-up of backyard livelihood), trained in coco coir twining and weaving, and oriented on the range of 
community-based enterprises in the value chain of coconut and by-products. in Siayan, Zamboanga, cooperative 
enterprise development training was undertaken among cct graduates showing the advantages of collaborative 
production and entrepreneurship instead of formation of individual petty businesses that have little promise of 
upscaling and sustainability. 

our focus area in the visayas, Babatngon in leyte, through the guidance of our very active members philippine 
cooperative central Fund Federation (pcF) and victo national Federation and cooperative development 
center (victo) and the local cooperative counterpart, has conducted participatory resource assessments. this 
serves as basis for identifying key enterprise subsectors appropriate in the community and finally puts flesh to 
the principles laid out in the Babatngon Kalikasan habitat adaptation and wellness (BaKhaw) stakeholders’ 
agreement: ecological integrity, eco-tourism, health and wellness, sustainable and resilient livelihood. our 
facilitation will have to interface well with local stakeholders who are still reeling from the trauma wrought by 
yolanda. the snail-paced and incoherent yolanda rehabilitation has not helped, one year since the super typhoon 
struck the country.

the disaster, still fresh from everyone’s mind, has raised the ‘new normal’ for disaster occurrences and risks. thus 
top in our recalibration list is the integration of disaster preparedness and risk reduction for all partners and their 
various enterprise typologies (financial intermediation, credit for agricultural production, agri-businesses, etc.) we 
have conducted learning sessions provided by knowledgeable resource persons to our membership, board and 
committees, management and staff.

the movement towards fostering a policy environment conducive to the development of social enterprises is 
now shifting focus towards demonstrating 3Bl entrepreneurship in communities. we have received expressions 
of interest among lGus and fair trade organizations (Ftos) in supporting Se and its initiation at the local level. 
we continue to champion Se and Se with the poor as primary stakeholders (SeppS) in the national public policy 
arenas, particularly in the legislative process where we have developed high-profile champions. however, we are 
afraid of losing material time and resources given the myriad of priority bills at congress’ table. election fever 
starts last quarter of 2015, the penultimate year of the 16th congress and this administration. 

the opportunity to demonstrate 3Bl entrepreneurship at the community level simply beckons. this is because 
it is at this level where local stakeholders’ accountability to their constituency is felt most. yes, there are 
development-oriented lGus and line agencies. convergence towards local economy building through 3Bl 
entrepreneurship is viable here.
 
as we recalibrate our interventions across the various contexts that prevailed in development and enterprise 
landscape in the first half, we likewise assess our human and financial resources’ carrying capacities not only until 
the end of the Mtdp but in the next longer-term planning cycle as well. 

we do not have to reinvent the wheel. we determine what works in the community and replicate them. we 
present these as successful demonstration of 3Bl entrepreneurship at the ground level and there is reason to 
have them codified into national or sector policy. in areas where more warm bodies need to be deployed and 
spend more time hand-holding the local stakeholders, we facilitate. we recalibrate as long as the promise 
of small breakthroughs and results, taken altogether, converge towards sustainable local economies and 
ecosystems. 

as we approach our 20th year as a foundation, we would like to thank the general membership, board, 
management and staff for our collective journey in reaching this milestone. the journey towards social 
entrepreneurship for local economy and ecosystem development continues!

recalibrating 3bl 
entrepreneurship 
for inclusive 
local economies 

the chairperSon’S MeSSaGe 

Florencia “Oyen” Dorotan
chairperson
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 “It is more urgent than ever that we take action to embrace the principles of the sustainable 
development agenda. It is time for “genuine global action” that integrates the economic, 
social, and environmental dimensions of development...that sustainable development is right 
is self-evident.  Our challenge is to demonstrate that it is also rational—and that the cost of 
inaction far outweighs the cost of action.” -   Report of the United Nations Secretary-
General’s High-Level Panel on Global Sustainability, 2012. 

the economy of the philippines rose by 6.1% in 2014 
through sustained increases in overseas remittances, 
higher fixed investment, and recovery in exports. 
Government and some quarters have perceived the 
economic growth as a sign of resiliency despite the 
devastating impact of typhoon haiyan in 2013. But the 
majority of voices from the bottom as well as institutions 
are saying that the economy gained at the expense of 
the poor majority. 

in the last four years, the breadth of income inequality in 
the philippines has been validated in independent studies 
made by Stratbase, world Bank, asian development 
Bank (adB), united nations development programme 
(undp), and even the government’s national Statistics 
office (nSo) and national Statistical coordination Board 
(nScB). 

the adB study points to persistent levels of inequality 
in income and land distribution in the philippines. the 
earnings of the richest 10% of Filipino families account 
for more than one-third of the country’s total income. in 
2006, the richest families earned about 36% of the total 
family income of php3 trillion. the world Bank study 
reveals that the top 20% of the philippine population 
outspend the poorest 20% by more than eight times.  

Moreover, disparities are not limited to income but are 
also prevalent in land distribution, and to non-economic 
inequalities such as welfare and human development.

all the above-mentioned studies conclude that economic 
growth does not always translate to reduction of poverty 
and greater resiliency for the poor. indeed, a rising tide 
does not necessarily lift all boats. Boats that are small, 

unkept and in precarious condition to begin with sink 
into the bottomless pit of the ocean of poverty.

despite these findings, the philippine government 
has sustained its level of commitment to opening 
up the economy to fierce foreign competition and 
global integration without placing adequate support 
and protective mechanisms for the majority – the 
undercapitalized and marginalized sectors that do not 
enjoy the same capacities, privileges and incentives 
accorded to the big players in the economy.

Still, these economic disparities are happening side by 
side with the disaster of climate change wrought on 
the economically and socially vulnerable population. 
the world has witnessed how our collective work in 
addressing poverty and inequality has been easily washed 
away by the singular goal of achieving growth without 
consideration of environmental costs and impact on 
the poor.  the Foundation continues to be part of the 
rehabilitation work in the affected provinces devastated 
by typhoon yolanda that pushed 1.5 million Filipinos 
deeper into poverty and rendered 6 million unemployed.

another tragic consequence of obsessing with defining 
national success purely with high growth figures is the 
exclusion of the poor and violation of their basic rights, 
even those provided by the highest law of the land. 
rights to access and harness natural resources, fairly 
benefit from economic activities, and be protected 
from foreign competition are all rights defined in the 
philippine constitution. yet most of these have to be 
constantly reiterated in the development process in order 
to be realized. Such exclusion has led to social unrest, 
especially for the majority of Filipinos who have been 
historically disenfranchised.

a genuine peace agreement in Mindanao for instance 
is a step towards the realization of the right to self-
determination by people long disenfranchised from the 
established system of governance. it is not an end in 
itself however, in the same light that economic growth 
is not the end-all and be-all of development. as long as 
the fulfillment of poor people’s economic rights and the 
sustainability of the environment are not the measures of 
success in our development work, poverty, inequality and 
un-peace shall be confronting us for decades to come.

the world is now reiterating the proposition made 
by the Brundtland commission in 1987, otherwise 
known as our common Future published by the 
world commission on environment and development 
(wced). the report has progressively defined sustainable 
development to integrate economic, environmental and 
social aspects of development as key to meeting present 
development needs without compromising the welfare 
of future generations. the international council for local 
environmental initiatives (iclei) in 1990 reiterated this 
as well by committing local governments to sustainable 
development. By the compelling global realities, it has 
been imperative for the Foundation to work harder in 
strengthening and expanding the access of the poor 
to appropriate social investments for social enterprise 
projects they truly own. 

the Foundation has also worked to harness inclusion 
in value chains where the most number of poor are 
participating and at risk at the same time. investments 
in connecting markets and enhancing competitiveness 
have also been the focus of the Foundation’s social 
investments. 

inclusion is not just about ensuring that the poor are 
participating in the economy, but more importantly 
that the fruits of their economic participation are fairly 
distributed. this is largely determined by a country’s 
democratic economic paradigm and a governance 
system that supports it. the Foundation has also 
mobilized social and financial capital in creating spaces 
for debate, understanding and shared visioning among 
the poor as well as duty-bearers in economic and natural 
resource governance at the community, national and 
regional levels. 

the Foundation believes that through this approach, 
its stakeholders have been empowered in influencing 
policymakers to create reforms conducive for poor 
people to develop enterprises creating social, 
environmental and economic values. in the end, this 
would serve as a compass for duty-bearers to chart the 
kind of economy that is being upheld and demonstrated 
by the poor people participating in social enterprises 
across the country. 

2014 is the call of the excluded and marginalized 
sectors and communities, completely affirmed by global 
development partners who are now crafting a new 
set of development agenda known as the Sustainable 
development Goals (SdGs). May we bring you through 
this report our humble contribution in heeding the call 
of transforming our economy into one that pursues 
integrated economic, social and environmental goals.

2014the year 
in review
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FSSi’s development services grew both in terms 
of width and depth. Growth in width or lateral 
growth means the increase in number of 
organizations, communities and stakeholders 
(men and women) reached. Growth in depth 
means engaging in new program activities 
that go beyond the usual financing activities. 
Growth in depth helps bring FSSi closer to its 
chosen track of contributing not just to financial 
inclusion but also to the 3Bl-economic, social 
and environment bottom line aspects. 

outreach widened with 24 new loan approvals, 
increasing cumulative program outreach from 
572,880 to 597,433 individuals. another 16 
project grants were awarded benefitting 5,831 
men and 5,179 women. ten (10) of these 
grants went to capacity building activities that 
included training activities, facilitating value 
chain studies, enterprise mentoring, drrM 
installation, cross-sharing visits, and community 
workshops. the other six (6) grants were used 
either as seed capital of new enterprise projects 
or to support rehabilitation of existing partner 
enterprises affected by disaster.

Beyond the usual financial services, FSSi 
deepened its development intervention and 
engaged in local networking, consortium 
building and project development with 
stakeholders. area teams participated in local 
consultations and the succeeding steps that 

development services 
in 2014

lead to joint initiatives and partnerships – in 
isabela, pangasinan, tarlac, palawan, Sorsogon, 
leyte, among central and eastern visayas 
partners, BaKaS municipalities in Zamboanga, 
and Bukidnon indigenous peoples (ip) 
communities. a shared agenda among them 
ranges from fostering cooperation among social 
enterprises to drawing up of local 3Bl-led 
objectives and plans. 

through the collaboration of local 3Bl 
consortiums, contributing to 3Bl-led 
objectives is becoming more substantive 
and appreciated on the ground. at the 
enterprise level, performance is measured in 
terms of profitability and financial stability, 
social accountability and responsibility, 
implementation of environmental innovations, 
and tapping of resources as well as support 
services from government through local 
advocacy. at the community level, program 
performance is measured in terms of number of 
social enterprises established and strengthened, 
their gross value contribution to local value 
chains, number of men and women benefitting 
from increased social enterprise operations, 
increased community support or patronage 
of social enterprise products and services, and 
contribution to environmental sustainability 
indicated by the total area targeted for 
improved natural resource management.

investing for 
society’s good
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Gross portfolio grew by 15% from 
php356 million to php408 million, while 
the number of social enterprise partners 
increased from 54 to 63. developmental 
deposits contributed 84% to portfolio 
growth. loans, which continued 
to account for the largest share of 
development portfolio, contributed 
16% to portfolio growth, representing 
eight (8) new partners. Figure 1 shows 
change in portfolio size per instrument. 

developmental deposits accounted 
for the largest share in new approvals, 
followed by loans to microfinance and 
agri-credit programs. Figure 2 shows 
distribution of new approvals per type 
of financing product. 

in terms of outreach, new loan accounts 
represented 24,553 cooperators and 
beneficiaries. Figure 3 shows the 
regional distribution of additional 
outreach from new loan accounts in 
2013 and 2014.

FIGURE 2. Loan and deposit approvals, 2014.

the strategic plan of FSSi calls for the development of 
3Bl-led programs in six (6) focus areas, spread out in 
luzon, visayas and Mindanao. contingent to this target 
is the delivery of financial and technical assistance in 
line with social enterprise development. For some time, 
assistance to enterprises represented the single most 
important intervention of FSSi, but now this is just one 
among three (3) major components of FSSi services to 
partner organizations and communities. 

Supporting community- or focus area-level initiatives 
that contribute to value chain development and 
increased participation of the marginalized sectors is 
another equally important program component that 
FSSi aims to deliver. So far, activities in this regard 
include participating in stakeholders’ consultations, 
resource mapping, value chain analysis, and drawing up 
a common plan of action. in every focus area, one or 
more FSSi member organizations are actively involved 
as facilitator, lead organization, or active contributor in 
the formation of local 3Bl consortium. FSSi supports 
the formation of area-based consortiums that aim to 
develop area-level 3Bl plans. these local consortiums 
are expected in the succeeding years to play an 
important role in putting up investments that will ensure 
attainment of the 3Bl objectives. 

the third component of the development services 
deals with advocating for a conducive environment 
that supports growth of social enterprises and 
implementation of area-level 3Bl plans. advocating 
for favorable policies, especially at the local level, 
and promoting 3Bl practices among enterprises and 
communities are essential part of this component. 
initial visible gains are the expressions of support by 
respective lGus and line agencies for collaborative 
projects or initiatives proposed by the local stakeholders. 
at the enterprise level, partner organizations have 
been accessing government resources and services to 
increase viability of social enterprises and contribute 
to increasing jobs and livelihood opportunities for the 
poor. at the community level, one gain is the increasing 
regard for social entrepreneurship, cooperativism, 
and concepts that promote solidarity.  this change in 
behavior results in increasing community support and 
patronage for social enterprises, which in turn helps the 
social enterprises, especially those owned and operated 
by cooperatives and community-based organizations, to 
grow and be more resilient. 

development portfolio

FIGURE 1. Loans, deposits and equities in million pesos, 2013 and 2014.
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among the loan accounts, those exclusively used for microfinance programs maintained the biggest share 
at 35%, although down from 42% share in 2013.  agri-credit loans increased share from 5% to 15% and 
enterprise loans increased from 25% to 27% share in total loan portfolio. Figure 6 shows loan portfolio 
amounts per window. 

FIGURE 6. Loan amount per window, 2013 and 2014.

Grants approved totaled php7,248,400; 75% of which went to projects of cSos aimed at starting up and 
contributing to capacity building of their social enterprises. these grants, excluding those for advocacy 
projects, were expected to benefit 11,010 individuals. the advocacy projects also enable the Foundation 
to interact with a bigger number of stakeholders, including those in the academe and government. Figure 
4 shows distribution of grant amounts per purpose. Figure 5 shows breakdown of outreach per grant 
window. 

FIGURE 5. Project grant beneficiaries, 2014.

FIGURE 4. Grants approved in million pesos, 2014.

FIGURE 3. Additional outreach from new loan accounts, 2014.

across financing type and areas, luzon and visayas added five (5) and four (4) new partners, respectively. a 
new loan window, agricultural investment Fund (aiF), opened with three (3) partners from luzon. Figure 7 
shows number of partners classified either according to geographic area – luzon, visayas or Mindanao – or 
according to financing window that may cut across geographic areas – aiF, equity, developmental deposit or 
wholesale loans. 
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FIGURE 10. Partner SEs per social sector outreach, 2013 and 2014.

FIGURE 11. Partner SEs per type of key environmental features, 2013 and 2014.

FIGURE 9. Partner SEs per type of ownership, 2013 and 2014.

in terms of business activity, 24 of the 45 active and current account holders are engaged in financial 
activities. around 40% are into processing a variety of agricultural commodities into semi-processed or 
final consumption goods. Figure 9 shows number of partners per type of business activity.

almost half of the partner organizations reach out to a mix of urban, periurban and rural clients and 
beneficiaries. But the biggest growth in the number is among partners reaching out to farmers, from 10 to 
16 partner organizations. Figure 10 shows number of partners per type of social sector outreach.

in terms of business activities that influence environmental practice, 19% are into organic farming and 9% 
are into producing waste management products that include organic fertilizer. another 42% of the active 
and current partners promote organic farming practices to clients while providing auxiliary services. Figure 
11 shows number of partners per type of environment-related activities.

 
 

FIGURE 8. Partner SEs per type of ownership, 2013 and 2014.

By type of ownership of active and current credit partners, the biggest increases in number were in primary 
cooperatives, cooperative federations and non-stock organizations. this reflects FSSi’s increased patronage 
among cooperatives and civil society. Figure 8 shows the number of partners per type of ownership. 

FIGURE 7. Project partners per area or type of investment, 2013 and 2014.
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the philippines is home to 11 million farmers, majority are poor and small farmers. apart from limited access 
to inputs, modern farming techniques and market, extreme weather conditions worsen the general picture of 
agriculture in the country.

2014 is the international year of Family Farming, and to support the celebration and promote agricultural 
development, FSSi teamed up with agriterra to strengthen agriculture-based social enterprises put up by small 
farmers through the agro-lending Fund to Small Farmers in the philippines also known as the agricultural 
investment Fund (aiF). 

working with a shared fund of php26 million, agriterra and FSSi started the second phase of the aiF project 
in February 2014. the aiF is a soft loan facility that provides agricultural or business development services 

and loans with affordable interest rates to small farmers. under the stewardship of FSSi, the focus is to serve 
partners of agricord agencies, recipients of the first phase of the aiF project, and other farmer organizations 
that support family farming. the support is given to incubation projects or those livelihood or enterprise 
activities that are ready to go beyond basic agri-production stage but not yet ready to start commercial 
agri-businesses. it uses the 3Bl approach – the integration of economic, social, and environment aspects in 
development – as the guiding principle.

as of end-2014, 392 farmers have benefited through the approved projects of five (5) farmers organizations:  
araneta Farmers agrarian reform Beneficiaries Multi-purpose cooperative (aFarBaMco), Mindoro oriental 
ecological and Sustainable agri Federation (MeSaFed), capitangan organic Farmers Marketing cooperative 
(coFMaco), Kooperatiba ng Maliliit na Magniniyog sa Barangay Kanapawan (KMMBK) and agos pinoy 
producers cooperative (apco) (see table 1). 

these five (5) farmers organizations were among 17 farmers groups who submitted project applications 
to access the aiF window and who are also partners of agricord agencies in the philippines. the 17 loan 
applications amounted to php21 million while the five (5) approved loans amount to php7.5 million (see table 
2) . aside from the five (5) approved projects, three (3) projects are in the pipeline which means viability for 
incubation has been established and technical assistance to enhance the project has been started. the three 
(3) pipeline projects have combined amount of php6.2 million. the combined amount of approved loans and 
those in the pipeline represents more than 50% commitment rate of the total php26 million made available 
for aiF project incubation (see table 1).

only a total of php550,000, however, was released by end of 2014, owing to the following factors: (a) most 
of the approved projects are still undergoing loan documentation and perfection, and (b) releases are phased 
on the tranches as per the design of the projects, schedule of releases, and performance of the account.

agricultural 
investment Fund

TABLE 2. Project approvals as of end 2014.

Number of 
projects

Amount 
(in million pesos)

Percent (%) Amount Released
(in million pesos)

approved 5 7,500,000 36 550,000

pipeline 3 6,200,000 30 -

deferred 9 6,943,474 34 -

Total 17 20,643,474 550,000

Seven (7) of the business incubation loans are for production, while one (1) is for working capital for rice 
trading. Six (6) accounts are into crop production, processing and trading, while one (1) is into organic 
fertilizer production. one (1) project is into two (2) agribusiness activities such as vegetable production 
and livestock (see table 2).

Geared towards building local economies and sustainable local ecosystems, aiF intends to help more 
small-scale farmers form sustainable practices of producing crucial food products like rice, corn, 
sugarcane, coconut, root crops, vegetables, livestock, and fish through: (1) conducting another round 
of aiF promotions with clarifications on requirements, business development services, interest rates, and 
other pertinent policies, and (2) include rehabilitation of typhoon-damaged agri-business of family farms 
in the coverage of the aiF, considering drr component (including insurance) and earlier experience in 
disaster assistance in the context of agricultural rehabilitation. 

TABLE 1. List of AIF business incubation projects, 2014.

* This coop federation was originally requested to assist AFARBAMCO, a PAKISAMA partner

Name of organization Location Affiliation Proposal Status Amount 
(in million 

pesos)

1. Capitangan Organic 
Farmers Marketing 
Cooperative 

abucay, Bataan we-eFFect/
ipSced

organic fertilizer 
production

loan released; on 
going

200,000

2. Mindoro Oriental 
Ecological and Sustainable 
Agri Federation 

calapan, 
Mindoro

paKiSaMa/
aGriterra

Kalamansi 
production and 

marketing

loan released 400,000

3. Kooperatiba ng 
Maliliit na Magniniyog sa 
Barangay Kanapawan 

labo, camarines 
norte

tKFpi/triaS citronella oil 
production and 

marketing

loan released, on 
going

500,000

4. Agos Pinoy Producers 
Cooperative 

San Francisco, 
agusan del 

norte

aGriterra/
paKiSaMa

organic rice trading awaiting 
perfection of loan 
agreement prior 

to release

5,000,000

5. Barangay Calube 
Farmers Multipurpose 
Cooperative 

Sultan naga 
dimaporo, 

lanao del norte

aGriterra/
paSaKa

turmeric processing pipeline 500,000

6. Hugpong sa Kusganong 
Panaghiusa Multi-Purpose 
Cooperative

San luis, agusan 
del norte

pKKK corn production, 
processing and 

marketing

pipeline 700,000

7. Highland High Valued 
Crops Producers Multi-
Purpose Cooperative 

lantapan, 
Bukidnon

MaSS-Specc* economic 
empowerment of 

talaandig community 
thru natural farming 
of vegetables and 

livestock

pipeline 5,000,000

8. Araneta Farmers 
Agrarian Reform 
Beneficiaries Multi-purpose 
Cooperative

valencia, 
Bukidnon

aGriterra/
paKiSaMa

organic rice trading awaiting 
completion of BdS 

prior to release

1,400,000

Approved projects: 8 14,200,000
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Forming a CSO-LGU consortium 
in Northern Palawan

the project Expanding the Habitat and Scaling-up Social 
Enterprise was launched in november 2013 as project continuity 
taking off from the gains of the previous two-year piloting 
phase. the project aims to preserve and protect the remaining 
natural resources within the northern palawan Bio-corridor 
identified by conservation international as Key Biodiversity area 
#60, while uplifting the socio-economic lives of the partner 
communities.

the project is supported via fund syndication scheme, dubbed as 
Star trek ii, by three local resource institutions (FSSi, Fpe and peF), 
and governed by a local consortium of cSos and lGus, with the 
nGo pcart as the lead proponent and implementer. 

Strengthening community participation

the project covered 16 communities within the municipalities 
of roxas and San vicente, including the previous seven (7) pilot 
communities in roxas, thus expanding membership in the local 
cSo-lGu consortium. 

it increased reach of direct partner-beneficiaries from 638 
to 1,019 small farming and fishing households of settlers 
and indigenous people. all direct partner-beneficiaries are 
organized according to their choice of formation – 33 people’s 
organizations (pos)/community associations, 1 cooperative and 
20 production groups – and represented in the local cSo-lGu 
consortium, taking part in the project governance.

within this project period, pcart introduced the community 
Managed Savings and credit program (cMScp) in all areas to 
build the capacity of partner-beneficiaries in savings generation 
for investment and in managing group income-generating 
projects. in the cMScp, all members are required to make regular 
savings to their respective ‘group box’ (ranging from php20 to 

php200) every monthly meeting of their association 
or group. the savings serve as capital that can be 
borrowed by individual members for projects they 
plan to implement. however, if bigger capital is 
needed for a project, the group can apply loans 
from pcart. the cMScp also requires the partners 
to contribute to their respective group boxes php10 
per month for their social fund, which can be 
accessed during emergencies.

as of end 2014, partner organizations in all areas 
have generated a total of php844,104. each 
member has his or her own passbook and the 
organizations have their own record book. Savings 
are kept in the group box, which is made of metal 
with several padlocks. the group box is entrusted 
to the elected treasurer, while the keys are held 
by different appointed members for safekeeping. 
the group box may be opened only during regular 
meetings for depositing savings and cash counting.

the cMScp proved to be an effective unifying 
activity for all beneficiary organizations. high 
attendance and participation during regular 
meetings have been observed.

Establishing a natural resource base protection

the current strategy adopted to abate further 
forest encroachment is by establishing live fence 

(bio-fence) demarcating the boundaries of protected 
and multiple use areas. this strategy is coupled with 
environmental education. the project aims to establish 
150-kilometer bio-fence within the three-year period.

Mapping out boundaries of forest and production areas 
via GpS has been completed in the nine (9) expansion 
communities with the technical assistance from pnni and 
participation of the barangay councils and community 
associations.

of the target 50 kilometers of bio-fence for 2014, 58 
kilometers have been established. there are 35,887 
mangrove saplings and 300 fruit trees planted in forest 
areas for the endemic katala and other bird species.

these initiatives were supported with ordinances passed 
by barangay councils of 13 communities in roxas. 
ordinances included those prohibiting mining exploration 
and operations and declaring protected and watershed 
areas. preparation of similar barangay ordinances for 
enactment is on-going in three expansion areas in San 
vicente.

Developing enterprises and livelihood activities

the provision of kalabaw, araro, suyod (KaS) subsidized 
loan proved to be effective strategy in weaning the 
community off environmentally destructive practices, 

Building 
multi-stakeholder 
partnerships for 
inclusion
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such as kaingin farming, charcoal-making, 
logging, and gold panning. it also enabled 
them to establish a more stable farming 
system, such as paddy fields and permanent 
upland farms. Since the start of the project 
in 2011, a total of 143 carabaos, 44 plows 
and 33 harrows have been provided in the 
project areas. More KaS loan applications 
are still in the pipeline.

Some 359 new partner beneficiaries in 
addition to the previous 638 individuals 
established paddy fields and upland farms. 
a total of 408.8 hectares permanent farms 
have been established since the start of 
the project.  all the household-participants 
prepared their farm resource use plans, 
featuring the integration of at least three 
“survival crops” (i.e. cassava, sweet potato 
and saba banana) as disaster risk reduction 
Management (drrM)/climate change 
adaptation (cca) measure and at least 
three cash crops or farm enterprises as 
income sources.

yield in a newly established paddy field 
ranged from 55-60 cavans per cropping, 
which is still lower compared to the 
provincial average but far greater than the 
previous average harvest of 27 cavans in 
kaingin farms. 

rice production is the common income 
source in the project areas. other sources 
are vegetable, banana and herbal/lagundi 
farming, poultry and swine raising, and mud 
crab culture. except for the herbal, most 
income generating projects are still at the 
household or backyard level.

For the herbal processing enterprise, farm 
production of lagundi, malunggay, sambong 
and turmeric is done by individual farming 
households. For value addition, farm 
produce is sold in dried form. community 
associations set up and operate herbal 
dryers and generate income from toll fees of 
individual member-clients. pcart buys the 
semi-processed products through its own 
BioFarm enterprise, which further processes 
the farmers’ produce into powdered form.  
the powdered herbal products are packed 
and shipped to pharmaceutical and wellness 
products companies.  

other potential commodities for enterprises 
scaling-up are coco syrup, coco sugar and 
organic vegetables. there is one coco 
sugar processing facility that is operating 
in dumarao. Farmers derive higher and 
daily cash income from coco sap gathering 
compared to their traditional copra 
production. the community association 
processes the coco sap into coco sugar for 
value addition, and pcart assists in the 
local marketing through BioFarm enterprise. 
at the current phase, partners will have to 
improve processing and packaging while 
exploring new and wider markets. upscaling 
and replication of this community-managed 
enterprise is seen by 2015 – there are 
already five community associations that 
have signified interest in going into coco 
sugar production. 

hotels, resorts and restaurants, particularly 
in el nido, are the target market for 
organic vegetable production, since these 
establishments still procure their vegetables 
from mainland luzon.  the roxas lGu 
has provided php1.3 million to the project 
to prime vegetable production in two 
communities. the amount includes the cost 
of establishing vermi composting facilities, 
shredders, water pumps, seed nurseries, 
and production farms. construction and site 
development is ongoing.

the roxas lGu and pcart signed a Moa 
with Sure to pilot a hybrid renewable 
energy project to supply electricity in 
off-grid areas. it is funded by uSaid with 
local counterpart funding. it is composed 
of wind, solar and biomass-fueled gasifier 
and has been installed in Green island. 
the facility has ice-shredding machine to 
supply the needs of the fishing community. 
a desalinating apparatus may also be 
added to produce potable water for the 
island community. the project is currently 
supplying electricity for 50 households and 
has high potential for future scaling-up and/
or replication as a social enterprise.

Consolidating a network of social 
enterprises in Isabela

the past year’s initiatives culminated in the 
formation of a network composed of 19 
cooperatives, nGos and pos with the facilitative role 
of the Malaya development cooperative (Mdc) and 
enabling support from philippine network for rural 
deevelopment institutes, inc. (philnet-rdi). thus for 
this program period, the Foundation set its thrust in 
facilitating the consolidation and strengthening of 
the network. 

the network was registered with the Sec, adopting 
the name isabela Social enterprise for local 
economy development network (iSe-ledn). 

it then launched three capability-enhancing events 
based on the identified and prioritized needs of 
the network members: Financial literacy trainers 
training; drrM/cca orientation Seminar; and 
Social enterprise development. 

engaging the professional services of the append-
aSKi training team, the financial literacy trainers 
training was launched for 43 participants. the aSKi 
modules on vcd were introduced as source material 
in conducting financial literacy training in the field. 

the intent of the drrM/cca orientation seminar 
was to promote the integration of drrM/cca 
concerns in their respective plans and programs. the 
provincial drrMc coordinator shared information 
on the nature of the council, composition and 

related tasks, plans, program, and services. at the 
end of the session, the resource person encouraged 
the network to be an accredited member of the 
council.

the Social enterprise development workshop is 
a pre-feasibility workshop to identify potential 
enterprises for collaborative engagement. it resulted 
in the identification of ancillary financing services 
(for instance, rural banking) for social enterprises; 
dairy enterprise; and rice production and marketing 
as potential enterprises for collaboration among 
network members. the participants scheduled the 
conduct of feasibility study and business planning on 
rural banking.

also within the period, the Foundation provided 
support to the medium-term development planning 
of the Mdc for its dairy project. the local dairy 
development plan was then promoted to the lGu-
da-wB philippine rural development program 
(prdp) for possible resource accessing. the isabela 
lGu selected dairy as priority commodity and 
endorsed the Mdc as proponent organization to the 
da-wB prdp. the prdp has given positive response 
to the project and has requested the submission of 
other documents necessary for its appraisal.
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Developing skills in coco coir 
twine-making and net weaving in 
Sorsogon

Sta. Magdalena is a fifth class agricultural 
municipality of Sorsogon. its major commodity 
is coconut, with copra as the main by-product.  
there is however a growing trend of whole nut 
buying in the area with the presence of the 
multinational company peter and paul, which 
utilizes whole nut as raw material.  in whole nut 
buying, coconut farmers can save on production 
costs as copra processing is eliminated, but this 
also means income source reduction for them.

although the municipality has coastal 
communities where fishing is the main source of 
livelihood, most of the fishers are still engaged 
in farming, as both fishing and farm work 
are seasonal. thus in between seasons, poor 
households experience cash flow problems, 
especially for their food, children’s schooling, 
and other basic expenses.

the Sandigan ng Magsasaka, a po federation 
in Sorsogon, together with the national anti 

poverty commission (napc) and FSSi and in 
coordination with the Sta. Magdalena lGu, 
launched a livelihood skills training on coco coir 
twine-making and net weaving for the benefit 
of, but not limited to, cct beneficiaries. the 
training included provision of twine-making 
machines and looms for the participants to 
enable them to start up the new livelihood.

as of end 2014, around 85 individuals have 
been trained, including the members of the San 
Sebastian cooperative in Sta. Magdalena.
the coco coir twining and weaving is now 
a new livelihood source of poor households 
in Sta. Magdalena. cocoBind supplies the 
coco fiber and at the same time buys the 
manufactured twines or nets. cocoBind is a 
social enterprise venture of five (5) nGos. 

during the project turnover ceremony in november 
2014, the idea of starting a coco coir fiber extraction 
plant and developing a coconut agro industrial hub 
through cSo-lGu convergence project in Sorsogon with 
Sta. Magdalena as host municipality received expression 
of commitment from the lGu and guest line agency 
representatives from the dSwd, pca, da and dti. 

Turnover of twine-making and weaving equipment, 
November 2014

3BL-LED STORY Building a supportive community 
for persons with disabilities

while other kids spend time running and 
playing games, the young Jay stays and watches 
behind the window bars. unlike the children 
who move with agility and much energy, Jay 
is bounded to a seat he has to depend on his 
entire life. 

Juanito Mingarine, also called Jay, was born 
with weak immune system. at eight months 
old, he contracted a high fever that eventually 
led to immobility caused by poliomyelitis, a viral 
disease that damages and paralyses the nerves 
that control the feet and legs. 

“i never learned to walk. while others are living 
normal lives, i have a condition that limits me 
from doing what i want,” says Jay.

thousands of people in the country are faced 
with physical disabilities. in 2010, the census of 

population and housing recorded the number 
of persons with disabilities (pwds) at 1.57% 
of the country’s 92.1 million population. this 
means that there are at least 16 pwds in every 
1,000 Filipinos. 

however, along with disability are the 
challenges associated with it. the joint report 
of the world health organization (who) and 
the world Bank in 2011 pointed to disability 
and poverty as interrelated issues. according 
to the study, most pwds experience barriers 
in accessing entitlements such as health, 
education, employment, transportation, and 
other things that many abled people take for 
granted. people also look down on them and 
oftentimes do not give enough opportunities 
for them to work and learn, because they are 
perceived as ineffective. 
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Seeing the harsh realities a pwd like him faces, 
Jay has decided to pursue his dreams by joining 
the tahanang walang hagdan (tahanan). 

tahanan as an enterprise

literally translated “house with no steps”, 
the name of tahanan is symbolic of the 
organization’s main goal of helping pwds live in 
independence and dignity despite the physical, 
economic, psychological, and social barriers 
they experience. 

tahanan was organized in 1973 by Sr. valeriana 
Baerts, icM, a Belgian missionary then assigned 
as a volunteer nurse at the national orthopedic 
hospital in the philippines. her passion for 
the welfare of pwds made her endeavor to 
establish tahanan as an organization that would 
empower and improve the well-being of pwds 
through a sheltered workshop with the principle 
“no one is left out.”  

“ang kina-cater namin ay pwds all over the 
country. Kasi nga alam nating maraming pwds 
ang hindi makapagtrabaho at mapa-unlad ang 
kanilang sarili kahit gustuhin man nila. Kaya 
pumupunta sila dito dahil alam nilang nagpro-
provide ang tahanan ng oportunidad upang sila 
ay makapagtrabaho,” says Ms. theresita lloren, 
admin and Social Services director of tahanan. 

But as more and more pwds were being 
accommodated, tahanan saw that the income 
coming from its first employment opportunity 
– the wheelchair repair and production – 
would not suffice for the wages and training 
that the workers needed. to sustain the 
workers, tahanan diversified its services by 
complying with the packaging requirements of 
businesses and entering the export market as a 
subcontractor in the 1980s. 

Some of the materials that tahanan exported 
were fish hooks, collapsible tables, wood 
jewelry, letter openers, and other wood 
products. additionally, agreements with a 
pharmaceutical company and a chocolate 
company also secured packaging jobs for the 
workers. to further sustain job and income 
generation, tahanan even widened economic 
activities to include basket and soap making 

and poultry and hog raising as part of a 
rehabilitation project in 2004.  

although gaining success from diversification, 
tahanan also experienced setbacks in 
production, management and marketing and 
major damages to products due to a calamity. it 
was at this time that tahanan sought the help 
of the FSSi. 

“pwds normally belong to the poorest 
of the poor in the country. they are often 
discriminated, rejected, and denied of access 
to basic rights. through our partnership with 
tahanan, we hope to eliminate this stereotype 
by opening opportunities for them to 
meaningfully participate in economic activities 
so that they can reach economic freedom and 
inclusion into the mainstream society,” says FSSi 
executive director Jay lacsamana.

dedicated to its social mission 

on top of the services given by tahanan is its 
mission to empower disabled people to become 
independent and self-sustaining. Such effort is 
seen through the provision of shelter, education 
and trainings. 

presently, tahanan educates around 350 pwds, 
equipping them with knowledge they need for 
integration into the mainstream labor force. 
Some of these education programs are from 
elementary to college degree, trainings on basic 
and intermediate skills rehabilitation, water lily 
stem weaving, leadership skills, product costing, 
packaging, labelling, marketing, among others. 
Some of the workers are living in nearby towns, 
while around 120 severely disabled workers 
are sheltered inside the 4.5- hectare vicinity of 
tahanan in cainta, rizal. 

For more than 40 years, tahanan has been a 
home to hundreds of pwds who have aspired 
to grow, develop their potentials, and pursue 
their goals in life.  

“Masaya ako rito dahil nagkaroon ako ng pamilya, permanenteng hanapbuhay, at hindi 
namin tinitignan ang kapansanan. para sa amin, hindi hadlang ang kapansanan para maging 
matagumpay,” explains Jay.  
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VISAYAS
rebuilding lives and 
enhancing capacities
From rebuilding to rehabilitation to recovery was the overall theme of FSSi efforts 
in the visayas in 2014 in the context of Supertyphoon yolanda which severely hit 
the region in 2013. FSSi provided three (3) grants and two (2) rehabilitation loans to 
three (3) nGos and one (1) po, namely philippine nGo Support program (phanSup), 
Foundation for these-abled, inc. (Fti), initiatives for dialogue and empowerment 
through alternative legal Services (idealS), and pambansang Kalipunan ng 
Manggagawang impormal sa pilipinas (pataMaBa) region vi chapter. 

Grants and rehabilitation loans were for shelter for families of pwd, capacity 
building, advocacy, enterprise development, and microfinance for disaster survivors 
involving around 40,457 families. rehabilitation loans were offered at discounted 
rate. Grants and rehabilitation loan releases involved 20,225 families. among grants 
recipients was one organization working in shelter, capacity building, and advocacy.

Specifically, 105 families and 908 individuals directly benefit from the grant for 
the establishment of production facilities for prefabricated construction materials 
for shelter of pwd families of Fti. around 352 members are benefitting from the 
microfinance project of pataMaBa especially for the yolanda-affected areas in 
northern iloilo. Meanwhile 20,000 families are expected to benefit from the eastern 
visayas area cooperation for health (evacoh) clinic and diagnostic Facility project 
of phanSup in tacloban city and nearby towns. another 20,000 families are also 
expected to benefit from the advocacy grant to idealS. 

on the other hand, the credit line extended to nagkakaisang Magsasaka ng caibiran 
(naMaca), although part of the regular loan, was premised on the rehabilitation of 
the survivors of typhoon yolanda in caibiran, Biliran, leyte. Similarly in Babatngon, 
the BaKhaw consortium plan, one of FSSi’s focus areas in the visayas, was 
finetuned to factor in drr and cca in the light of typhoon yolanda.

Capacitating enterprises of partner communities

FSSi enhances the capacities of social enterprises and support institutions or nGos 
through its financial products – grants and loans, business development support, 
capacity building, and advocacy. in 2014, FSSi extended loans and grants to ten 
(10) new partners, two (2) for additional loans, and one (1) for renewal, while  
maintaining old partners such as Grassroots agro-industrial corporation (Gaic), 
BaKhaw consortium and its members, and pag-inupdanay.

through FSSi’s partners, around 7,679 farmers, arBs, fisherfolk, enterprising 
poor, agricultural workers, women, and indigenous people, among others directly 
benefitted from projects in the form of loans. Most of these sectors had minimal 
access to credit. 

loans were used for agricultural production, production of organic fertilizers, fishing operations 
and fish drying, production of other processed food, handicrafts, consumer store operation, 
vending, marketing, and other enterprise development and expansion. among the value chain 
commodities supported were rice, sugar, cacao, fish and dried fish, coconut and coco-sugar, 
etc. hundreds of jobs were also created; taytay sa Kauswagan, inc. (tSKi) through its Fida 
project reported to have created 385 jobs in 2014. 

local communities are primarily responsible for 
their own development. yet, its development 
may also be facilitated through the integration, 
convergence and concerted efforts of 
various stakeholders. along the 3Bl-led and 
value chain development framework, these 
stakeholders include the local communities 
themselves through their pos and cooperatives, 
lGus and other government agencies, the 
academe, and cSos. the 3Bl-led approach is 
currently being implemented in Batbatngon, 
leyte and la castellaña, negros occidental.  

the BaKhaw consortium was formally 
launched in april 2013 with the signing of 
Statement of commitment. with a theme 
enabling communities though Social enterprise, 
the consortium aims to improve the quality of 
life of Babatngon, particularly in the three (3) 
coastal barangays of San ricardo, Barangay 
district iii and Barangay district iv, through 
sustainable enterprise development, eco-
tourism, stewardship and protection of coastal 
and marine resources, and law enforcement. 

the consortium is composed of eight (8) 
organizations, namely pcF, victo national, 
Menro, Mpdo, eastern visayas State 
university (evSu), evSu cooperative, phcc), 
and FSSi.

focus
area Fostering a consortium of stakeholders

among the highlights of efforts in 2014 attributed to 
BaKhaw consortium are:

u the lGu passed Municipal ordinance no. 247 or the 
environmental code of the Municipality of Babatngon;

u the lGu passed Municipal council resolution no. 2481-09 
identifying Barangay district iv as the seashell sanctuary;

u the Municipal Government of Babatngon, pcF and FSSi 
signed a Moa in September 2014 to pursue the objectives of 
the BaKhaw consortium, and they agreed to come up with 
a Strategic plan of action; 
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3BL-LED STORY

3BL-LED STORY

the visayas may be used to experiencing the 
devastating effects of typhoons each year, 
especially with its topography and climatological 
features. Still, the strong winds, heavy rains, 
and storm surges of Super typhoon yolanda 
brought the greatest misery to the island so far, 
as the disaster claimed more than 6,000 lives 
and devastated more than php20 billion worth 
of agricultural resources and livelihoods. 

“Sama ng loob, sakit ng damdamin at trauma. 
‘yun lang ang bagyong hindi ko makakalimutan 
sa buhay ko. Super super ang lakas,” says rona 
Sabando, a coastal resident of Brgy. carles, 
iloilo city. 

together with her two children, one has a 
disability, Sabando transferred to the house 
of her mother-in-law to hide from the strong 

winds and rising water, which lasted for five 
hours. when the roof was blown away and the 
house eventually got destroyed, the only choice 
left for her was to hide under the sink full of 
dirt. with her two children were her 92-year-
old mother-in-law who has a heart disease, her 
disabled brother-in-law, and two other children.

that event left a mark not only on Sabando, 
but also on 16 million people affected by the 
calamity. among those who suffered worse 
were small farmers, municipal fishers, the 
enterprising poor, indigenous people, pwds, 
and women. 

“apektado ang mangingisda, mga magsasaka. 
paralyzed ang kanilang livelihood dahil nasira 
ang mga bangka, ang mga pananim. isama mo 
pa ang phobia na naranasan nila,” says romeo 
nacua, General Manager of nagkakaisang 
Magsasaka ng caibiran (naMaca), a social 
enterprise cooperative based in Biliran.   
   

recovering through an enterprise

when food shortage spread all over the province, 
naMaca immediately acted to supply majority of 
its 260 members with relief goods coming from 
the cooperative’s consumer store. however, relief 
goods alone would not suffice since the members 
lost everything to the typhoon. thus 90 days after, 
naMaca initiated a rehabilitation project.

the key element of the project was the 
rehabilitation of the members’ livelihood, 
provision of low-interest credit through the 
cooperative microfinance, and strengthening of 
the cooperative consumer store. naMaca also 
diversified its services into lending, savings, micro-
insurance, consumer goods, solar lighting, agri-
trading, marketing vermi culture, livestock, and 
trucking to support the members’ daily household 
needs and help them get back on their feet after 
the major disaster. 

u on october 7 to 9, 2014, the consortium formally conducted a BaKhaw project Stakeholders workshop, 
which brought together the BaKhaw stakeholders down to the barangay level and subsequently drafted the 
medium-term development plan of the consortium.

u the BaKhaw consortium development plan includes among others:
 -reforestation – 100 hectares covering the three coastal barangays
 -law enforcement – creation of Bantay Mangrove BaKhaw Group
 -regeneration of different mangrove species in abandoned fish ponds
 -passage of Barangay ordinances on coastal and marine protection and management;
 -integration of drr-cca in BaKhaw consortium plan down to the covered barangays;
 -livelihood and Social enterprise development; and 
 -eco-tourism 

u the pre-requisites integrated into the plan are:
 -conduct of Se and drr-cca Seminar workshop;
 -conduct of baseline and value chain researches; and 
 -eco-tourism workshop

other activities involved as part of the process were:

u a project officer was hired for the project.
u a Multi-Sectoral cluster meeting was called and conducted on May 27, 2014.
u Benchmarking of palompon was done in June 2014 for the BaKhaw eco-tourism plan.
u a participatory rapid appraisal (pra) was conducted on august 18 to 21, 2014.

Meanwhile in la castellaña, negros occidental, the credit for advancing Fair trade (craFt) enterprises of 
alter trade Foundation was approved in october 2014 amounting to php5 million. aside from credit provision, 
the project aims to capacitate arBs and their families and to provide safety nets for them in the context of 
globalization and the aSean integration. the project is supporting the value chain of sugarcane and muscovado 
and intends to benefit 495 individuals, 198 of them are women.  the Foundation also established partnership 
and linkage with the la castellaña lGu and dar as part of 3Bl-led convergence efforts. 

rising from a 
calamity through 
social enterprises
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Meanwhile, other enterprises were being 
boosted in iloilo city through the pataMaBa, a 
national network of informal workers organized 
by women of iloilo. 

a women’s group comprised of Sabando and 
14 other women from Brgy. punta, carles, iloilo 
was able to earn additional income through an 
enterprise. with an initial capital of php5,000, 
pataMaBa trained these women and provided 
them with burner and steamer to produce puto 
at kutsinta (rice cakes), which they sell for php3 
each in schools. aside from this, pataMaBa 
assisted the group with php30,000 capital for 
dried fish production.    

pataMaBa also provided cash-for-work 
for php280 a day, lower credit interest, 
and livelihood trainings and equipment for 
food production and processing of tocino, 
longganisa, rice cakes, among others. the 
cooperative also facilitates the selling of their 
members’ produce to central markets in iloilo 
and Manila. 

From the time they started, Sabando remembers 
that the highest amount she got from selling 
rice cakes and dried fish was php800 a month. 
this additional source of income helped her 
family survive, especially now that her husband 
takes home less money because of lean catch 
and dropped prices of crabs and fishes in the 
market.  

“Masasabi kong hindi pa talaga kami 
nakabangon pero malaking tulong talaga ito na 
pandagdag sa aming kita para sa aming pang-
araw-araw at sa pag-aaral ng aking mga anak,” 
she added. 

repairing the ruins 

national and international organizations 
require legal papers that attest to the survivor’s 
identity or properties before he or she can avail 
of assistance. But the disaster destroyed or 
washed away these documents, giving residents 
difficulty in producing such requirements. 

idealS came up with a free civil registration 
to reestablish the survivors’ civil identities, 
which allowed them to access government aid, 
education and employment. 

through this, around 100,000 people from 
Samar and leyte were able to apply for assisted 
housing and other free services. they were also 
spared from paying the cost of procuring legal 
documents estimated to reach php14 million.

as a result of this work, idealS is internationally 
recognized as one of the 33 candidates for 
the 2015 Sasakawa award, an award given 
to organizations that have best practices in 
“Shaping the Future” in disaster response and 
management.        

preparing the vulnerable

pwds suffer from everyday discrimination and 
lack of job opportunities, and typhoon yolanda 
worsened this situation. having physical and 
emotional stresses to bear, not receiving relief 
for more than a week made many pwds in Sta. 
Fe, tacloban city feeling more hopeless. 

“it is not easy for pwds to cope with the effects 
of the typhoon because they are perceived 
unproductive to earn decent wages,” explains 
peter hammerle, a trustee of the Fti.

one of the initial rehabilitation steps taken 
by Fti was the establishment of a production 
facility and the manufacture of prefabricated 
walls and pre-cast foundations to build 100 
houses targeted to benefit 100 families of 
pwds. through the project, pwds were 
employed and paid for every process involved 
in the manufacturing – cutting, beaming, 
among others. the trainings, food catering 
and retail services, and the establishment of a 
production facility for their cooperative is also 
part of the project to ensure that pwds will 
have productive sources of income in their new 
community.

“i find it hard to find a job mainly because 
people look down on me because of my 
disability. compared to my life before as an 
unemployed pwd, i can now earn money to 
sustain myself and stop being dependent on 
my sister as i was before,” shared the 40 year-
old roman Sapiqueño who is now the stock 
custodian of the shelter project.  

partnerships to rebuild 
the future

in the face of worsening extreme weather 
conditions and vulnerabilities due to climate 
change, social enterprises like naMaca, 
pataMaBa, Fti, and idealS equip their 
members to be prepared and recover from 
strong typhoons and other calamities 
through their partnerships with lGus, pos, 
and organizations like FSSi. 

Since 2014, FSSi has worked with these 
organizations to make social enterprise 
development an important strategy to 
rehabilitate and increase the resiliency of the 
communities affected by yolanda. 

“we understand that more than the 
immediate response is the need to 
enable the poor to recover from disasters 
through sustainable means. through 
rebuilding enterprises that are socially and 
environmentally responsible, we brace 
the poor to withstand recurring strong 
typhoons,” says FSSi executive director Jay 
lacsamana.

yolanda-devastated communities are being 
built back better with social enterprises 
as transformational partners of the poor, 
civil society, government and business in 
sustainable local economic development.  

“yolanda has become an eye-opener 
of how vulnerable we are to the effects 
of typhoon and how collaboration and 
partnerships can bring strong foundations 
for empowered and inclusive communities 
in these disaster-stricken areas,” added 
lacsamana. 

FSSi is also one of the development 
partners to support the reconstruction 
initiative through Social enterprise (riSe), 
a platform promoting innovative program 
and project development efforts to enhance 
reconstruction and rehabilitation in visayas. 
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investing 
for 
society’s 
good

MINDANAO

clustering and value 
chain development in 
enhancing financial 
services
realizing that financial services alone will not create bigger impacts on the lives 
of the marginalized, MFi partners in Mindanao have enhanced their services by 
opening their financial services window to agri-production and through clustering 
approach. 

clustering approach innovates the method of organizing farmers into small groups 
according to their geographical proximities, commodities and skills. clusters also 
extend downstream to channels, groups with commonalities reinforcing each 
other, market, and down to the industry level. clustering creates a full value chain 
involving the producers, suppliers and consumers.

in 2014, MaSS-Specc cooperative development (MaSS-Specc) ventured into the 
clustering approach, together with one of its member cooperatives, the highland 
high value crops producers Multi-purpose cooperative (hivac pMpc) in Brgy. 
victory, lantapan, Bukidnon. the cooperative, which is composed of indigenous 
people belonging to the talaandig tribe, will produce naturally grown hogs and 
highland vegetables such as carrot, sweet pepper, tomato, eggplant, cucumber, 
and cabbage. 

a Memorandum of understanding between agriterra through the aiF, hineleban 
Foundation, catholic relief Services (crS), and the lantapan lGu with the support 
of FSSi is for finalization at the Sangguniang Bayan of lantapan.

in Zamboanga del Sur, Gata daku Mpc has also adopted the clustering approach 
as an enhancement to its services, with the Municipality of Mahayag as its pilot 
testing area. the municipality is also part of the BaKaS alliance of Municipality 
that FSSi has been supporting. the project, rural agro- enterprise improvement 
for Sustainable economic development (raiSed), aims to provide economic 
opportunities to the communities of Mahayag. FSSi has supported this initiative by 
providing assistance for capacity building of individuals who will join the clusters. 
eventually, the project aims to expand to the nearby municipality of dumingag 
where the lGu promotes organic rice production. 

on the other hand, other MFi partners of FSSi remain the reliable partners of 
micro-entrepreneurs and petty traders in the countryside. loan borrowers and 
crop producers have expressed that in varying degrees, they have increased their 
incomes or have regular income sources, have enhanced their economic/livelihood 
opportunities (e.g. expanded business or purchased equipment and vehicle), have 
met basic needs of their families, have improved their homes and housing facilities 
(e.g. house repair, home appliances and amenities), and are weaned away from 
usurers.

Social enterprises are faced with several 
challenges related to the continuity of their 
businesses. challenges include how to develop 
value chains for various commodities, market 
behavior, and the need to produce quality 
products to become more competitive. another 
basic challenge and important problem to 
address are the systems and procedures in 
running and managing social enterprises.  

FSSi supported partners by extending resources 
for various trainings and skills enhancement for 
the sustainability of Ses. in 2014, it supported 
phildhrra Mindanao on its two-phase training 
for its 24 member organizations on community 
enterprise framework and on organizing Ses.

in partnership with Greenminds inc., FSSi 
supported the pricing and distribution Strategies 
for Sustainable Growth and profitability 
workshop, participated in by FSSi partners from 
northern Mindanao and Zamboanga del norte. 
the workshop was conceptualized due to the 
emerging need of grassroots enterprises to learn 
commercial pricing and marketing techniques.

FSSi also extended support to organizations 
in developing business plans and strategies 
within the framework of 3Bl-led. towards the 
2nd semester of 2014, FSSi joined the rural 
development institute-Sultan Kudarat in the 
latter’s business planning workshop for 12 pos, 
which would form a cluster of organic rice 
producers in the municipalities of colombio and 
esperanza.

FSSi also worked with the napc in the areas 
of Zamboanga del norte (part of the BaKaS 
alliance of Municipality) in providing gender and 
financial literacy training to the women in the 
Municipality of Sindangan. 

the FSSi also supported a training on cooperative 
Management and Governance in the BaKaS 
municipalities. the pangkabuhayan cooperatives 
is an lGu initiative that started with the concept 
of organizing and mobilizing people to uplift the 
standards of living among poor communities. 

this is done through farmers’ organizations, 
women empowerment, and the like. Members 
of the cooperatives are mostly beneficiaries and 
graduates of the 4ps by the national government.

there is a standing need for these cooperatives 
to build the skills of their officers who are 
involved in the daily operations and managing 
of the cooperative members. the training aims 
to comply with the 28 hours of cooperative 
management training required by cda.focus

area

Supporting social enterprises 
through capacity-building
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one of the 10 poorest provinces in the 
philippines is Zamboanga del Sur, despite 
various government and non-government 
initiatives to alleviate poverty and provide 
economic activities. 

Gata daku Mpc (GdMpc) is one of FSSi’s 
cooperative partners based in clarin, Misamis 
occidental. one of the cooperative’s goals in 
its 2015-2020 strategic direction is to develop 
the members into clusters. like FSSi, GdMpc 
believes that geographical proximity of various 
economic activities gives opportunities for 
reaching higher levels of productivity and 
innovation. For instance, clusters that are closer 

to a certain economic industry may be the 
best producers, suppliers, service providers, 
or development actors, which can be directly 
linked to the market. 

the raiSed project aims to attain reduction 
of poverty incidence in Zamboanga del Sur by 
taking the lead in making member-communities 
become more capable and responsible. this 
is primarily done by providing them access 
to education and training as well as to social 
enterprise financing facility through a cluster 
approach. education and training components 
shall be given free to the cluster members who 
are willing to learn and responsibly apply the 

learning. these members shall be responsible 
for planning and implementing actions for their 
group enterprise.  their product development 
and the financing facility would be through the 
GdMpc’s loan window.

with the support of FSSi, GdMpc started the 
raiSed project in the last quarter of 2014 with 
the Municipality of Mahayag in Zamboanga del 
Sur, a 3rd class municipality, as the project pilot 
area. GdMpc initially targeted 29 barangays to 
have a baseline data and barangay mapping. 
as of the 1st quarter of 2015, a total of 
16 barangays have already completed their 
baseline data, including the identification of 
viable crops in the municipality. By the end of 
the project, GdMpc aims to have developed 50 
clusters with value chain effectively partcipated 
by the poor, increased employment, created 
social enterprises, and reduced vulnerability of 
communities to risks.

Based from the initial data gathered, organic 
vegetable farming, organic inputs production, 
and organic hog-raising are the economic 
activities that may be started, especially once 
the baseline data of all the barangays are 
completed. to date, one of the communities 
has already started mushroom production.

this early, the project officers have identified 
some difficulties in reaching all the barangays, 
ranging form the terrain (some barangays 
are in mountainous areas) to peace and 
order issues (such as insurgency situation 
and kidnap-for-ransom cases). But despite 
these initial difficulties, GdMpc is determined 
to reach all the barangays and bring 
livelihood opportunities to the marginalized 
communities of Mahayag and eventually to 
other neighboring municipalities of the entire 
Zamboanga peninsula. 

the rural agro-enterprise 
improvement for Sustainable 
economic development
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Social enterprises play important roles in addressing social, economic and 
environmental challenges, fostering inclusion, increasing social cohesion, 
nurturing local social capital, supporting democratic participation, delivering 
public goods, and ensuring economic benefits in pro-poor value chains. 
recently, we have also seen Ses’ role in building resilience during economic and 
environmental crises. 

these contributions, however, can be threatened, eroded or unrecognized 
with the absence of a policy enabling environment for social enterprises. the 
Foundation continues to galvanize the advocacy as a co-convener of the poverty 
reduction through Social entrepreneurship (preSent) coalition in recognition 
that a policy is an important determinant of lasting positive impacts of the work 
that the Foundation does. 

the policy enabling environment consists of all the formal and informal rules 
that define the context within which businesses, investors, banks, donors, 
governments, cSos and other sources of financial and non-financial support 
make decisions. Government support often has a substantial impact on the 
future in which any type of business shall thrive or collapse as in the case of 
businesses that are undercapitalized or are owned by marginalized sectors. 

Social enterprises address the problems emanating from the integrated global 
economy, climate change, increasing poverty and inequality. But the scalabity 
of social enterprises are also challenged by these factors. to unleash their full 
potential, government must take a systemic view on the social, economic 
and environmental contributions of social enterprises and the constellation of 
support that they need. 

the preSent Bill lays down the legal definition of a social enterprise – its 
roles and packet of support it needs to play a larger role in poverty reduction. 
Many of the provisions of the bill need a shift in perspective from promoting 
competition among businesses whether big or small to a language of 
redistributive justice for poor people who have been sidetracked from economic 
growth. 

in 2014, the Foundation helped in building understanding among policymakers, 
civil society organizations and private sector at the local, national, and up to the 
asia regional levels. 

the Foundation actively lead in the lobbying, 
education and localization efforts through the 
preSent coalition. in 2014, we were able to 
conduct two (2) roundtable discussions engaging 
local and international social enterprise advocates 
such as the Korean Social enterprise agency and 
lord Jack Mcconnel of the united Kingdom on the 
contributions of Ses and the role of Ses in the next set 
of development goals. 

a series of meetings with various government 
departments and participation in legislative hearings 
resulted in an  increase in the number of champions 
among policymakers from 9 to 21. the preSent Bill 
saw the first reading in congress while it moved fast 
in the Senate.

FSSi also faciliated a greater understanding of social 
enterprises among different sectors. we have reached 
the academe through the annual national Social 
enterprise conference jointly organized with the 
ateneo center for Social entrepreneurship (acSent) 
and the philippine Social enterprise network (philSen). 
the population, health and environment conference 
also discussed how social entrepreneurship can 
be adopted to pursue conservation, reproductive 
health and environmental health objectives. FSSi 
has also discussed Se and agricultural value chains 
with microfinancial institutions during the annual 
conference of the Microfinance council of the 
philippines, inc. (Mcpi).

Social entrepreneuship continues to be mainstreamed 
in development planning through FSSi’s active 
engagement in the united nations civil Society 
advisory council (uncSac).  through its participation 
in the discussions on the formulation of the next 
global development goals through Beyond 2015 and 
aksyon 2015, awareness on the potentials of social 
enterprises as an approach in creating alternatives has 
increased. 

FSSi has also expanded the reach of its advocacy 
work through its participation in the institute for 
Social entrepreneurship in asia (iSea) and the 
asian Solidarity economy Forum (aSeF). the Social 
enterprise advocacy leveraging (Seal) in asia 
conference headed by iSea was a significant venue 
for Se advocates in identifying barriers for social 
enterprise growth and strategies for common action 
in the context of integrated economy and climate 
change. FSSi contributed in steering the conference 
and assisted in the conduct of a learning Se tour and 
a policy forum during the Seal conference.

at the end of all these efforts is the more important 
goal of building a social enterprise movement 
including social enterprises, poor communities, civil 
and social movement, donors, policymakers, investors, 
schools, media, and a large base of ethical consumers 
willing to support an economy that is inclusive and 
sustainable.

Galvanizing systemic 
and broad-based 
support for social 
enterprises

ADVOCACY
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of SMc shares worth php71 billion be owned by the 
government on behalf of all coconut farmers and the 
coconut industry. SMc paid the government and the 
money was deposited in the national treasury and 
the ucpB. But there has not been an Sc’s entry of 
judgment and an executive order, nor a law on the 
utilization and management of the fund. the money 
has been left untouched, while 3.5 million coconut 
farmers who are supposed beneficiaries of the fund 
remain mired in poverty. they are not only victims 
of existing exploitative agrarian relations but also of 
successive strong typhoons that have hit most of the 
coconut provinces. 

a high-impact and broad-based campaign that needs 
a combination of grassroots action, lobbying and 
media engagement is necessary in order to unfreeze 
the resources through judicial and executive action. 
FSSi supported the formation of the KiluS Magniniyog 
(KM), a broad coalition of nine (9) national farmers’ 
federations and two (2) national government 
organizations, which led the filing  of a bill in congress 
and the adoption of the unity conference participated 
by a hundred coconut farmer delegates from 36 
provinces. the cross-country march cum consultations 
to influence public opinion generated favorable public 
support that was pivotal in the issuance of the Sc’s 
entry of judgment on the coco levy case making its 
2012 ruling executory.  on december 14 and 15, the 
lower house and the Senate held their respective first 
committee hearings of the draft bills on the coco levy 
fund.

the campaign was a huge success, especially with 
the unexpected dispatch of the Sc decision, in raising 

public awarenes, unifying the nine (9) national 
federations, and generating overwhelming declaration 
of support by major civil society institutions and 
cabinet members. 

today, social entrepreneurship and working models 
are being discussed among coconut-farming 
communities as an approach to determining how to 
use the available funds sustainably and democratically. 

Supporting legal case advocacy for fairer 
economic agreements. the Japan-philippines 
economic partnership agreement (Jpepa) is a 
comprehensive bilateral trade and investment 
agreement aimed at increasing trade and investment 
opportunities between the two economies. it is the 
first bilateral free trade agreement for the philippines 
after 50 years, which was signed on September 9, 
2006. 

Following a 16-4 Senate votation that gave Senate 
concurrence to Jpepa on october 8, 2008, a petition 
for certiorari and prohibition with application for 
a temporary restraining order and/or preliminary 
injuction was filed in the Sc. heavy opposition to 
the treaty by various groups stems from a myriad of 
issues, including toxic wastes and environment-related 
concerns, intellectual property rights issues, as well as 
disadvantageous implications on the fisheries sector 
and healthcare professionals. these issues are aside 
from other issues that impede the achievement of 
sustainable local economies effectively participated by 
the poor. 

the initiative supported by the Foundation is a way 
to engage the stakeholders in legal advocacy for 
the country’s better foreign economic relations. 
the Magkaisa Junk Jpepa coalition discusses the 
substantive arguments that would be used in 
developing a memorandum and in doing researches 
needed to generate positions and evidences for future 
actions and developing legal cases. 

Green and democratically-owned energy. the 
Foundation supported the philippine Movement 
for climate Justice (pMcJ) in the advocacy to stop 
the establishment of more coal-powered plants in 
the country due to their negative contribution to 
climate change, health outcomes, job generation, 
and environmental sustainability. For enterprises, 
monopoly control of energy sources results in high 
cost of electricity by as much as 60 percent. high 
cost of electricity also impacts on other development 
goals such as literacy, health, communications, among 
others. a clean and democratically-owned source of 

energy is important for local economic development. 
a social enterprise working on renewable energy 
provides evidence and inspiration that such vision is 
achievable.

the national conference on coal and renewable 
energy attended by 60 organizations gathered 
grassroots leaders in communities with existing 
or proposed coal-mining and coal-fired power 
plant projects. the objective was to come up with 
common action points to oppose further coal projects 
expansion in the country. 

at least 15 communities hosting existing and 
proposed projects took part during the october 17 
national day of action against coal. Meanwhile, 
communities in the expansion sites of coal mining 
and coal-powered plants are responding quickly to 
the challenges as a result of their participation in the 
conference.

local forums on coal and renewable energy were 
conducted in ozamis and pagadian. in atimonan, a 
forum on coal-fired power plant was held as part of 
the climate walk campaign in September. the action 
was directed towards the proposed 1,200-megawatt 
coal-fired power plant by commercial in atimonan. 
communities in Bataan, Zambales and Mindoro also 
scheduled and conducted their own activities.

the Mindanao electric cooperatives led by aMreco, 
which actively participated in the conference held 
the 3rd Mindanao congress of the advocates for 
renewable energy and rural electrification and 
development (Mincared) last october. the gathering 
affirmed the davao declaration, which was an 
outcome of the conference. 

pMcJ also engaged in lobby activities such as 
monitoring the budget allocation for department 
of energy (doe) and collecting all pending bills in 
the lower house, which exempt agus-pulangi from 
privatization. 

a coalition born from the conference, the power for 
people network, has become a vehicle for the broad 
sectors to unite on resisting coal and advancing 
renewable energy. it spearheaded in november a 
nationally coordinated day of protest against the 
emergency powers being sought by the president 
ostensibly to address a power shortage. 

leveraging for local 
economy development 
outcomes
the Foundation has also supported various campaigns 
and initiatives of cSos through its grants mechanism. 
this is in line with its understanding that no single 
policy can address the issue of poverty reduction and 
the poor’s inclusion and effective participation in 
economic activities without considering other policies 
affecting the growth of economic sectors, ecosystems, 
trade and the marginalized sectors. 

Unfreezing the coco levy fund for democratic 
utilization of public funds and economic 
development. the small coconut farmers, comprising 
around 3.5 million families, are among the poorest 
farmers in the country according to the napc, earning 
on average of php18,000 per year, and have remained 
to be landless tenants or workers despite the 26 years 
of the comprehensive agrarian reform program 
(carp). Most of the landowners are absentee, own 
less than three (3) hectares, live in the town or city 
centers, and  maintain the coconut lands as monocrop 
for copra production. around 80% of the total land 
area is unutilized. 

to help alleviate the plight of coconut farming 
communities, coconut farmers had been taxed 
supposedly for the development of the coconut 
industry beginning in the 1970s. however, Marcos 
cronies led by danding cojuangco and others in the 
bureaucracy then diverted the collected funds for 
the purchase of the united coconut planters Bank 
(ucpB) and majority stakes in cojuangco’s San Miguel 
corporation (SMc). 

in September 2012, after 26 years of court litigation, 
the Supreme court (Sc) finally decided that 24% 
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Staff development
FSSi provides financial assistance to staff taking up advance studies to improve their knowledge and skills 
for present and future developments. the staff were able to get favorable marks from their studies without 
sacrificing the quality and quantity of their work with the institution. 

FSSi also supports specialized trainings to update and upgrade staff’s existing skills relaive to their current work 
with FSSi, such as the following:

performance monitoring system
FSSi revised and adopted a performance Management policy and System in 2014. aside from self-rating, peer 
and supervisor rating, an assessment and Self-assessment (aSa) was conducted in order for the staff to verbally 
express their thoughts and provide critical feedback on their performances. they also used the aSa process to 
provide personal observations on the quality of talents and performances delivered within the organization, 
especially in terms of leadership quality and ability.

Course/Training
/Seminar

Name of Staff/
Trainee

Conducted 
by

Inclusive Date Venue

Formal courses

UST Masteral Program: MBA helen estepa university of 
Santo tomas

2nd Semester
2013-2014

uSt espana

Masteral Program: (a) Public 
Governance & the Bureaucracy, (b) 
Public Budget and Finance

Miriam arnelle 
azurin

ateneo de 
Manila

3rd trimester
2013-2014

ateneo de
 Manila, 

Katipunan, qc

Masteral Program: “Climate 
Change Adaptation & Disaster Risk 
Reduction” and “Local Planning 
and Development”

Miriam arnelle 
azurin

ateneo de 
Manila

1st Semester
2014-2015

Finance and Accounting

Seminar on Navigating Changes to 
IFRS (Series of 2014)

Ma. victoria 
Gabito-Manalo

helen estepa

punongbayan & 
araullo

october 17, 2014 hotel intercon, 
Makati city

Making VAT work for you Ma. victoria 
Gabito-Manalo

ateneo de Manila october 8, 2014 hotel intercon, 
Makati city

Seminar on Tax Exemption Ma. victoria 
Gabito-Manalo

tritium Knowledge 
center publishing

october 15, 2014 new horizon hotel

Local Employee Taxation 101 Ma. victoria 
Gabito-Manalo

punongbayan & 
araullo

nov. 20, 2014 hotel intercon, 
Makati city

Social Enterprise

Social Enterprise Financial 
Management and SROI Training

 Mark tanedo
Zandro alano

 institute for Social 
entrepreneurship 

in asia

april 14 – 16, 2014  ateneo 
de Manila, 

Katipunan, qc

Introduction to Social 
Entrepreneurship Course

 Mark tanedo
Kathleen lungub

institute for Social 
entrepreneurship 

in asia

november 4-7, 
2014

ateneo de Manila, 
Katipunan, qc

policies, systems and procedures
FSSi is continuously improving its loan portfolio monitoring system. it has tapped the services of narrateK 
for the installation of a new and improved automated Financial System, including loan portfolio Monitoring, 
which is expected to be operational by late 2015.Strong commitment to 

the triple bottom line 
objectives
the attainment of FSSi’s 3Bl-led objectives is largely dependent on our team’s commitment, expertise 
and ethics. harnessing the skills of our staff, refining our policies, systems and procedures (pSps), and 
mobilizing our dedicated and collective development network-members are all part in maintaining a 
strong organization.

Mtdp objectives and strategies
the first three (3) objectives of FSSi refer to the three (3) bottom lines it is espousing:  (a) to support the 
establishment and strengthening of Ses; (b) to facilitate the participation of communities in supporting 
Ses; and (c) to support the creation of a conducive environment for the development and growth of Ses.  
the 4th objective and strategy, which is organizational capacity Building supports the achievement of 
the first three (3) objectives.

among others, FSSi provides continuous staff trainings, review and improvement of its systems and 
procedures in project appraisal, and office and internal control and staff performance monitoring and 
evaluation.

organizational design philisophy
FSSi adheres to an organizational design philosophy that has the following features:

u   Maintain a lean and functional organizational structure; 
u   adequate human resource complement shall be maintained to accomplish organizational objectives 
and targets, provided that the total annual revenue can accommodate the corresponding personnel 
cost; 
u   Staff must have the ability to be generalists but also develop an area of specialization; 
u   when staff competencies may not be enough to ensure that the work of the organization is carried 
out, FSSi will utilize resources from other institutions, resource persons, and consultants as needed and 
necessary; 
u   authorities and accountabilities must be clearly defined and responsibilities shared; 
u   proper checks and balances are instituted within and at all levels of the organization; 
u   FSSi values teamwork, good governance and equity (gender, economic, political and social) within 
the organization; 
u   FSSi as a learning organization values innovation, flexibility and creativity of staff in building an 
adaptive capacity to changing external realities; 
u   FSSi promotes integration of gender equity and environmental management in all aspects of 
organizational work; and 
u   FSSi promotes a results- and performance-based orientation adhering to measures of efficiency, 
effectiveness and equity. 

organizational development
FSSi has started the process of tapping the services of an od hr consultant to review its organizational 
Structure and conduct of Job and compensation evaluation. Specifically, the consultancy service is 
“intended to provide the basis for the restructuring of FSSi’s staffing pattern to better achieve its Mtdp 
objectives”. 

Table 3. Academic programs and courses extended to staff, 2014.

Table 4. Trainings attended by staff, 2014.
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The General Assembly
alliance of philippine partners in enterprise development (append)
association of Foundations (aF)
convergence for community centered development (converGence)
Federation of people’s Sustainable development cooperative, inc. (FpSdc)
Freedom from debt coalition (Fdc)
Green Forum philippines (GF)
Mindanao alliance of Self-help Society – Southern philippines education center for cooperatives (MaSS-Specc)
Mindanao coalition of development nGo networks (Mincode)
national confederation of cooperatives (natcco)
national council of churches in the philippines (nccp)
national council for Social development (ncSd)
national Secretariat for Social action (naSSa)
philippine cooperative central Fund Federation (pcF)
partnership of philippine Support Services agencies (philSSa)
philippine Business for Social progress (pBSp)
partnership for clean air, inc. (pca)
philippine network for rural development institutes (philnet-rdi)
philippine partnership for development of the human resources in rural areas (phildhrra)
Swiss interchurch aid (heKS)
victo national (victo)
women’s action network for development (wand)

Committee Members

Project Committee (PROCOM)
chairperson: Betta Socorro Salera pcF
vice chairperson: Sam Ferrer Green Forum
Members:
noel embing  append
Joseph Zapanta  heKS 
rene Fortuno  pBSp
wilfredo homicillada phildhrra
lilia orioste  ncSd
renia Salinas  victo
luzviminda Salcedo  wand
Florencia dorotan (ex officio member) Bot chair
aurora luz villaviray (ex officio member) doF

Committee on Education and Advocacy (CEA)
chairperson: Rene Fortuno pBSp
vice chairperson: Sam Ferrer Green Forum
Members: 
edilberto Guyano  naSSa
Sammy Gamboa  Fdc
lydia canalija  pcF
vicky Segovia  pca
luchi Blanco  phildhrra
renia Salinas  victo
reuel velarde  philnet-rdi
Florencia dorotan (ex officio member) Bot chair
aurora luz villaviray (ex officio member) doF

Investment Finance Committee (IFC)
chairperson: Sylvia Paraguya natcco
vice chairperson: Sam Ferrer Green Forum
Members: 
virginia Juan  append
agnes Bolanos  Mincode
Bernadette toledo  MaSS-Specc
larry Millan  nccp/ecloF
norman Jiao  aF
Benedick Balderama philSSa
Mercy rosetes  pBSp
Florencia dorotan (ex officio member) Bot chair
aurora luz villaviray (ex officio member) doF

Internal Affairs Committee (IAC)
chairperson: June Rodriguez converGence
vice chairperson: Sam Ferrer Green Forum
Members: 
virginia Juan  append
Joseph Zapanta  heKS
rene Fortuno  pBSp
wilfredo homicillada phildhrra 
lilia orioste  ncSd  
renia Salinas  victo
luzviminda Salcedo wand
Florencia dorotan (ex officio member) Bot chair
aurora luz villaviray (ex officio member) doF

Good Governance Committee (GGC)
chairperson: Wilfredo Homicillada phildhrra
Members: 
rowena christie plantilla FpSdc  agnes Bolanos  Mincode
Sammy Gamboa  Fdc  Benedict Balderama philSSa

Florencia Dorotan
chairperson | wand

Sylva Paraguya
treasurer | natcoo

Rene Fortuno
Member | pBSp

Sam Ferrer
vice chairperson | Green Forum

Virginia Juan
auditor | append

Aurora Luz Villaviray
ex-officio Member
department of Finance

June Rodriguez
corporate Secretary 
converGence

Betta Socorro Salera
Member | pcF

Atty. Alexes Enriquez
legal counsel

governance
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
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Jay Bertram lacsamana   executive director 

Development Services Unit
Jerome ignacio    assist. director for development Services 
amado reclusado, Jr.  development Finance Manager
ricardo clarin   agri-business project development   
    Facilitator
arlen Barrameda   area Manager, luzon
Mark tañedo    program officer, luzon
pedro carlos Baclagon   area Manager, visayas
lionel abril   area Manager, visayas
Zandro alano   project officer, visayas
ann louise Guevara  oic, area Manager, Mindanao
Ma. teresa dominguez  consultant/action researcher, Mindanao
analou dorado   project officer, Mindanao
nilo Sapinit   consultant/development Finance
Miriam arnelle azurin   advocacy and communications Manager 
Kathleen lungub  advocacy and communications officer
laorence castillo  program assistant

Institutional Services Unit
carlito noneil Santos   assist. director for institutional Services 
Ma. victoria Manalo  Finance Manager 
helen estepa    Bookkeeper 
yolanda larin    Finance assistant 
enerisa lascano    Finance assistant 
victoria tamano    hr and admin assistant 
Zenon cartagena   driver/Messenger
reymundo lingco   utility/Messenger 

code oF worK ethicS and conduct
in support of the organizational core values, every staff is enjoined to adhere and live the following work 
ethics as guide in the performance of his/her tasks and in establishing work relationship with others, in 
particular with peers, supervisors and partners. 

INTEGRITY AND TRANSPARENCY 
it is essential that every staff ensures that personal integrity is demonstrated, maintained and practiced 
in all dealings and at all times. conflicts of interest arise if and when the personal interest of staff can 
potentially or is actually prioritized exceedingly at the expense and interest of the Foundation, and as 
such weakens the objectivity and independence of decisions undertaken by the staff in his/her work 
and thereby diminishes his/her capacity to safeguard the interest of the Foundation. 

to mitigate potential conflicts of interest, disclosure and transparency must be exercised. information 
held by a staff that would enhance the work of co-staff and contribute to the overall effectiveness of 
FSSi as a whole must be proactively shared. any direct or related interest in any transaction or enterprise 
that the Foundation is or will be involved with in any manner is not acceptable. Gifts or other forms of 
personal favors must not be accepted from current or potential clients. personal honesty and truthfulness 
must be employed at all times.

CREATIVITY, INITIATIVE AND PRO-ACTIVENESS 
think differently and do things with enthusiasm. 
Being an organization whose nature and mission rely on the dynamism of attitudes and perspectives of all 
stakeholders, the staff are to express creativity and pro-activeness and exercise initiative to accomplish their 
assigned tasks effectively in a self-propelled manner. Staff are encouraged to be pro-active in exploring 
opportunities that are relevant and supportive of FSSi’s mission to be a leading resource institution, to 
uphold innovation and openness to new ideas and new ways of doing things – all by cultivating critical 
thinking, audaciously challenging one’s own paradigms and set of views, refusal to accept things at 
face value, and stretching abilities to make work enjoyable. 

EXCELLENCE 
in whatever you do, give your best effort. 
in every way and at all times, staff are encouraged to exercise quality and work for excellence. Staff must 
challenge him/her self at work by setting and pursuing attainable goals and making better each day.

as professionals, due diligence and discipline is expected from each staff of the Foundation. to exercise 
due diligence means employing meticulous observance of protocols, standard operating procedures and 
performances in all respects (organizational, legal and developmental considerations). discipline puts 
final professional polish in any dealings exemplified by punctuality, observance of professional courtesies, 
and respectful treatment of others (peer, subordinate, supervisor, visitors or partners).

RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 
resources (effort/talent/skills, time and money) are scarce and limited. the staff must see themselves as 
stewards of these resources. For every authority given to a staff, there is a corresponding responsibility 
and accountability. thus, everyone is required to exercise prudence in making decisions and in delivering 
the expected results in his/her area of work as well as in the use of these scarce and limited resources. 
occasions of mistakes should be taken as rare opportunities for learning. at any rate, the responsible 
staff takes accountability for the consequences of such mistakes. 

EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY 
doing the right things and doing things right. 
every staff must aim to do only meaningful work and avoid meaningless work. Meaningful work is that 
which contributes to the overall goals and objectives of the organization and brings out the good and 
well-being of others. 

time is an unrecoverable resource that once lost can never be regained. it must be remembered that if 
one’s time is important, the time of others is equally important. everyone is asked to be systematic and 
organized and to always optimize the use of resources in his or her respective assignments.

ManaGeMent
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staff

Boyet

vicky

che

riki

Zandro

ayel

Mark

carlito

Mayang

lionel nilo

Jerome

peddie

arlen

xenon

Kat

analou

Jay

helen

Mavic

neris

laorence

yollie

rey
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our partners

to meet the ambitious objectives that we have set to reach by 2016, we have partnered with dynamic social 
enterprises that share the same vision and passion with us. these are cooperatives, people’s organizations, civil 
society organizations and registered enterprises with economic, environmental and social objectives for the 
growth of local economies. 

recognizing that we cannot do 3Bl-led alone, we have also collaborated with resource institutions like us and 
also progressive local government units. our work has been very fruitful with them.

we also partnered with national and asian regional networks to create a development agenda for decision-
makers to take on and also to widen our network of practitioners where we can share our experiences and 
learn from others too.

without our partners, we would not be here. 
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Table 5. Partner enterprises and financial intermediaries with on-going credit support, 2014.
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Table 6. Grantees for nationwide and multisectoral advocacy initiatives, 2014.
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financial 
report
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AUDITOR’S REPORT financial report
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STATEMENTS OF 
FINANCIAL POSITION financial report

AUDITOR’S REPORT 
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STATEMENTS OF 
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE financial report

STATEMENTS OF 
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
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STATEMENTS OF 
CASH FLOWS 
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